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IDIOMS ABOUT SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: 

- TO BLOW A FUSE- to lose your temper

- TO PUSH SOMEONE’S BUTTONS-to provoke someone

- A COG IN THE MACHINE- a part of a large system or organization

- GET YOUR WIRES CROSSED –be confused or not understand someone

- AT BOILING POINT- reach one’s limit in patience or temper



Idioms about science and technology

It’s not rocket science It’s not difficult to understand.

I need to recharge my

batteries

I need to relax and recover

my energy.

My team is a well-oiled

machine.

My team Works very smoothly

together.

I’m glad we’re on the same

wavelength

I’m glad we have the same

ideas and opinions.

Zoe’s son knows how to push

her buttons

Zoe’s son knows how to make

her angry.
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IDIOMS RELATED TO TECHNOLOGY

to blow a fuse-lose one's temper.

Push people’s buttons-to do or say something just to make someone angry or upset

To be light years ahead-much more advanced than others ideas

Work like a well-oiled machine-Someone or something that functions very well or efficiently

Be on the same wavelength-to mean people are cooperating or at the very least agreeing with each 

other.

To be a cog in the machine-a small or insignificant member of a larger organization or system.

Cutting-edge-the latest or most advanced stage in the development of something.

Get wires crossed-to fail to understand each other

Be a silver surfer-an elderly person who is a regular or enthusiastic internet user.

to reinvent the wheel-waste a great deal of time or effort in creating something that already exists.


